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Welcome to the latest issue of Gleanings!  This issue includes a 
visit to the growing areas of Michael Riley and Francisco Correa,  
photos from the New York State AVS Show, and Karen Allen's 
methods for repotting streptocarpus.

 Hope you enjoy Gleanings!       

! ! Mel Grice, Editor
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Photos of (above) Streptocarpus 
'Neil's Twilight' and (right) 
Streptocarpus 'Spin Art' sent from 
Karen Allen in Fredericksburg, 
Virginia, USA.  Karen describes 
her method of repotting 
streptocarpus on page 9.
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Growing Gesneriads in New York City 
Michael Riley  riley2362@aol.com

and Francisco Correa
New York, New York, USA

Michael Riley and Francisco Correa have turned their 
New York apartment into a tropical oasis filled with 
gesneriads, bromeliads, orchids, and other tropical 
plants.  Numerous cork slabs have been applied to two 
of the walls.  Plants have been tucked into the crevices 
and pockets with just a little moss to hold the plants in 
place.  Over the years the plants have crawled over the 
surface and seeded themselves as they would have 
done in nature.
Supplemental lights and an irrigation system that drips 
water over the plants mimic as much as possible the 
natural growing conditions of these plants.

Mel Grice photos
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"Drymonia chiribogana has been there for many years. 
It only flowers on 'old wood' so growers should not cut it 
back too severely or they will never get the beautiful 
flowers, although the leaves are pretty cool also."

Fish ponds with Ruykin (fancy-tailed goldfish) add extra 
humidity. They are not able to jump out of the pools like 
the previous attempt with Koi who "jumped" out of the 
pools when not happy with the water quality.
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Sinningia douglasii 
tuber attached to 
the cork and 
numerous 
Tillandsia species.

Mel Grice photos

Part of the watering system is 
shown on the left.  The water 
system is much like the 
system employed in the 
produce department of any 
good grocery store with 
intermittent spray.  Water 
drips down and is collected in 
a drainage system along the 
floor.

Lights directly above "the wall" are supplemented by high-powered halogen light fixtures focused on 
the area. 
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Plants have even taken up residence in 
the shower and guest bathroom.

Columnea orientandina from Ecuador with red 
tips on the leaves, yellow flowers and purple 
berries.

"For some reason, I could never grow Columnea sanguinolenta 
on the wall or elsewhere, but once I put it under lights in the 
shower - it was quite at home."

Mel Grice photos
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Plants are carried up five flights of stairs 
to be grown on the roof during warmer 
months.  
Above: Sinningia tubiflora caged to keep 
out pigeons.  "The pigeons love the 
succulent leaves of Sinningia tubiflora 

and S. sellovii — they will sit 
in the middle of a gigantic 
tuber and eat all the foliage 
around them (no salad 
dressing, no remorse?) down 
to the tuber itself."

Alpine or cold-loving plants 
sit in styrofoam coolers on 
the roof.  Michael says that 
enough light passes through 
the styrofoam lids when they 
are placed on top of the 
containers to satisfy the 
plants' needs.
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Michael pointing to Gloxinia perennis — "One of the earliest gesneriads discovered and named, 
a favorite of mine.  I didn't understand how to grow this until I saw it growing in a drainage ditch 
along the side of a road in Ecuador.  It was  loving its wet feet and head-in-the-sun situation.  
This species flowers prolifically with beautiful shiny leaves and lots of seed in the fall.  Hey, and 
the flowers smell like peppermint — who could want more?"

"The plants in this stone 
trough (inside a styrofoam container) 
are all plants from Southern China, 
left to right Oreocharis auricula, 
Corallodiscus conchifolius, Vaccinium 
dalavayii (Ericaceae)and Tremacron 
aurantiacum (which now has been 
reclassified as Oreocharis 
pankaiyuae). They took the New York 
City summer heat quite well 
and Oreocharis auricula only stopped 
flowering last week; they are all loving 
this almost freezing weather on the 
roof. The oreocharis, tremacron and 
vaccinium are available from Far 
Reaches Farm in Washington 
state and the tremacron is also 
available from Tony Avent at Plant 
Delights Nursery in North 

Carolina. They will need some protection over the winter so keep your fingers crossed!" — Michael
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Photos from the New York State African Violet Show

Eucodonia verticillata 'Adele'
Eileen McGrath

Aeschynanthus humillis
Eileen McGrath

Primulina liboensis (white veined)
Arleen Dewell

Smithiantha 'Vivian's Gift'
Karyn Cichocki

Streptocarpus candidus 'Wahroonga' 
Paul Kroll

Mel Grice 
Photos
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While discussing streptocarpus, Patrick asked, “While 
I'm impressed by your lovely, robust strep, my eye is 
drawn to the ‘mound’ at its base. I know one should be 
careful to not plant a strep too deep, and my first 
thought is you've created a method of raising the plant 
well above standard soil level. Please tell me what I'm 
seeing there!"

Karen Allen replied, “When I pot up my streps, the first 
thing I do with the new soil mix in the new cup or pot, is 
I 'fluff it up' while I am making the hole for my plant's 
root ball to go in to. This allows for more air circulation 
around the root ball, while new roots are trying to form. 
The second thing I do is while I am gently tamping the 
plant in, I form the 'mountain and the moat.' I make it 
so the crown is visibly higher than the rest of the soil 
line, sloping off to the edges of the new container. This 
serves the purpose of keeping the core root system 
(the roots up closest to the crown) from getting too wet 
when watering (the number one reason for root rot in 
hybrid streps). If I top water, the water goes in to the 
moat, and is absorbed by the plant through the 
outermost roots."

Adapted and reprinted with permission (original post on Gesneriphiles Internet Discussion Group.) Visit 
the Gesneriphiles website for instructions about joining the list: http://lists.ibiblio.org/mailman/
listinfo/gesneriphiles>

"The Mountain and the Moat"
 Karen Allen  karenjallen@hotmail.com      

          Fredericksburg, Virginia, USAFrom Gesneriphiles,
the email list for gesneriad growers

Streptocarpus 'DS - Meteor Shower'

Streptocarpus 'DS - Valkyrie'

Streptocarpus 'Matylda'

Karen Allen photos
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Permission to reprint from Gleanings is 
granted, provided that credit is given to 
the author and the publication. 

From the editor —
I spent a large part of my 
October in the state of New 
York. The highlight of my 
travels was finally getting to 
see "the wall" in person.  
Now I can cross another item 
off my bucket list!

Plan on ordering the 2014 
Gesneriad Society Convention 
DVD (available later this 
year) with images of all the 
flower show winners plus 
dozens of other high-scoring 
entries. It should be great!

If you have suggestions, 
comments, or items for 
possible inclusion in future 
issues, please feel free to 
contact me at  
melsgrice@earthlink.net

Mel
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